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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
The last year has been primarily a year of consolidation and development
of existing projects. No new projects have been added this year.
The Alternative Technology programme for disabled children has
continued to grow and is running effectively in both Saint Petersburg and
Moscow. The physiotherapy project is now being funded largely from other
sources, thereby freeing up funds for other projects.
The Sunflower Project continues to develop and expand in St Petersburg and the Association
Mkurnali continues to reach out to a bigger number of homeless teenagers living on the streets in
Tbilisi, Georgia. Mkurnali also continues to develop their legal programme which particularly targets
those teenagers at risk of a prison sentence and helps their rehabilitation and integration into
society.
Fundraising has been a key focus for the year and the dinner at the Travellers Club in London
attended by our Patron HRH Prince Michael of Kent was a great success raising over £27,000.
However, with the uncertainty of Brexit the fundraising scene is becoming much more problematic.
The new treasurer, Eddy Quah, has brought new financial discipline and organisation to St
Gregory’s Foundation. New reporting systems have been put in place. The retirement of the longstanding director Kitty Stidworthy has meant that we are now looking for new, younger Board
Members and will be making an appointment in the coming months.
Having changed the way in which funds are paid to projects from paying via our former sister
organisation PDD based in St Petersburg to payments directly to the projects themselves, we have
made significant savings this year which have gone directly into funding projects.

Mr N. Kolarz, Chairman of the Board of Directors
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HIGHLIGHTS OF 2018
Alternative technology for disabled teenagers, children with complex severe
disabilities, and autistic children.

Alternative Technology is a great blessing to people who struggle with verbal communication. With
the aid of solutions ranging from simple picture flash-cards to special software, even those with
severe multiple disabilities can learn to communicate. The St Gregory’s Foundation has helped
our partners, Physical Rehabilitation in St Petersburg and Communication Space in Moscow, to
introduce new methods into their work.
Last year we continued the Alternative Technology programme in its third year to introduce over
30 families with severely disabled and autistic children to low- and high-tech devices to help these
children communicate, learn and socialise. The project is an individual programme of tailored
assistance to each disabled child to help their independence and includes classes and
consultations with physio and ergo therapists, communication specialists, teachers, psychologists
and support to parents and the wider public. The programme also aimed at raising awareness of
the problems that disabled children face in their daily lives and the necessity of the use of special
technologies and devices that offers solutions to approach such problems.
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Beyond organising consultations our partners in St Petersburg organised ergo therapeutic
workshops for disabled children who visit consultations and the outreach programme to introduce
alternative technology and tailored assistance to disabled children in 5 kindergartens in St
Petersburg.
However in the first half of 2018 our partners faced up to problems with some kindergartens which
were not prepared to take on board new ideas and cooperate. As it turned out the majority of the
personnel showed little interest and were poorly informed about how to use alternative technology.
To address this in the second half of the year our partners increased the work with the personnel
and conducted 8 training sessions aiming at introducing a special timetable for disabled children
throughout the day and teaching staff how they can choose correct positioning and correct
movement for selected children with severe motor or multiple disabilities. Besides this, our
partners offered individual consultations, advice and psychological support through a series of
webinars dedicated to children with special needs and how to best address their potential. The last
webinar “A special child in your kindergarten” introduced modern standards of everyday care to
24 specialists from 6 regions of St Petersburg and Pskov. Together with our colleagues we shall
continue to monitor the latest developments and reach out to kindergartens this year.
Our local colleagues have now expanded the number of webinars which have been in high demand
as they look towards the potential of a child rather than merely giving a bald diagnosis. We offer
parents and specialists from other regions of Russia practical guidance on each type of disability
and appropriate technologies. The shareable material and information about webinars have been
sent to all Montessori schools of the Russian Federation, to all partner preschool educational
institutions of the Charitable Foundation "Absolute" in the Moscow region and to the partner
preschool educational institutions of the Charitable Foundation "Children Plus". In addition, the
webinars were made available to 1354 subscribers of the Physrehab Media channel, 3007
subscribers of the Physical Rehabilitation page on Facebook (a response to the publication of the
playlist included 3927 Likes and 34 reposts) and 5540 subscribers of the VK page (the response
to the publication of the playlist saw 73 "Likes" and 36 reposts).

Club for children with impaired hearing
The Club which has been sponsored by St Gregory’s over the last 11 years is the only place in St
Petersburg where children can get an early diagnosis and start speech and language therapy, and
parents can get practical help and socialise with peer families. The parents help to subsidise the
cost of weekly group meetings, thereby increasing the number of families and toddlers receiving
support, without increasing reliance on outside funding.
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The Club offers not only music and play therapy but regular consultations by audiologists and other
specialists to help monitor the progress of each child as well as organising outings and leisure
activities.

This year 36 families with 37 children have been visiting the weekly Club sessions. In 16 families
the parents are hearing impaired and in 20 families the parents have normal hearing. A few
children, besides hearing impairment, have associated problems such as cerebral palsy, vision
problems, hyper mobility and behavioural problems. The majority of them wear special hearing aid
devices thanks to the dedicated work of the audiologist of the Club who has made the parents
aware of the importance of wearing hearing aids on a regular basis. We also saw a growing number
of children with cochlear implants at the Club.
The specialists of the Club continue to disseminate knowledge and methods of early intervention
and share their experience with a number of specialists and institutions across the city and its
regions.
In June 2018, the Club's specialists took part in an international conference in St Petersburg where
they shared their experience with a number of specialists and institutions across the city and its
regions.
They also continue to proactively organise various educational seminars, internships and
consultations for any specialists working in early intervention programmes with families raising
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children with hearing impairments. They admitted that the problem with the dissemination of
knowledge remains as many specialists, especially from other regions of the Russian Federation,
do not have enough knowledge to work with families and young children with hearing impairment.
This could be addressed by outreach seminars in each region and the dissemination of materials.
One of such materials is the brochure on the work of Deaf Club, offering guidance for parents,
written by the director of the Club Valentina Balabanova with the sponsored support of St Gregory’s.

Sunflower Centre - supporting orphanage leavers

Our main partner, the Sunflower Centre continues to develop gradually and successfully, reaching
a larger number of orphanage-leavers in St Petersburg and in other regions and offering services
to specialists who work with children in institutions as well as supporting orphanage-leavers.
Last year with the financial support of St Gregory’s, Sunflower organised and conducted home
visits, individual and group counselling, group outings, play therapy and art training sessions for
55 families and 66 children to help parents bond with their children, to teach them essential
parenting skills and help them integrate into wider society.
The first outreach programme took place in the orphanage in Kolpino in 2017 and since then
Sunflower managed to introduce over 9 families (11 parents and 11 children) to individual
counselling, play therapy, work with pedagogues and psychologists and various workshops. This
breakthrough became possible thanks to Sunflower’s active dissemination and promotion of their
programme for parents and children amongst specialists, teachers and social workers of
orphanages in St Petersburg and regions. Last year Sunflower started outreach sessions in two
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more children's homes in St Petersburg, giving them the chance to prepare more young people for
independent life and to be a positive influence on the life of the home.
In 2018 over 70 professionals from the state social services in St Petersburg attended 9 training
sessions facilitated by the Sunflower Centre and the Centre “Family”. These professionals working
in the state system have no specialist training for working with such groups and were struggling to
establish a good working relationship with their clients. The course is in high demand as its
participants gain a greater understanding of the reasons why their clients are unmotivated, and
are now better equipped to support them.
The project contributed to expanding co-operation between Sunflower and various state social
services and organisations which were involved in work with young people who are about to leave
orphanages and their families. Sunflower noted an increase in the number of the appeals from
social specialists who offered to combine efforts to monitor families and young people at risk. As
a result, thanks to co-operation with the St. Petersburg State Institution "Centres for orphans and
children left without parental care” and "Centres for the promotion of family education" (former
orphanages) there was a rise of early identification of such families and of timely preventive
measures to address their problems.
We continue to fund the Centre’s work with young people who are about to leave, or who have just
left, institutional care. 90 young people (50% live in orphanages, 20% study, 20 % have full or part
time jobs and 10% are seeking employment) received individual counselling at graduation. 38% of
these young people don’t know or have no current contacts with their immediate or distant family;
62% have been communicating with some of their relatives with little or no success of bonding. 18
young people have disabilities and need special assistance and regular home visits.
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Thanks to establishing good contacts with management in a few orphanages, Sunflower organised
an outreach programme and individual counselling for young people at their place of residence (at
the orphanages) for those who have health problems or low motivation to attend classes at the
Sunflower centre. At the same time the management continued to work towards organising
transport for young people, aiming to encourage them to travel to the centre and take part in group
counselling and socialising with peers and tutors.
As a result - young people with basic work experience found more qualified and better paid jobs;
some young people found their first jobs and could afford to cover their living expenses; 4 young
people with behavioural problems returned to schools and colleges; 3 gained new qualifications in
the area of their interests; 5 established good relationships with distant relatives. All of these
young people were able to establish new contacts, find new friends, improve their communication
and gain new life skills.

Summer camps
This year 72 children and teenagers and 15 families took part in summer activities funded by St
Gregory’s. In Kondopoga, Karelia over 40 children recommended by social services were given

lunch each day during the three-month summer holiday. A programme of games and outings was
organised for them as well as physical training sessions and various contests. A carpentry
workshop was in high demand and proved to be the most popular for both boys and girls and we
were able to continue to fund this workshop organised near the Parish House during summer time.
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Over the last few years the Parish has been working to address social deprivation by engaging
children who have been neglected and taking them off the streets, providing nutritious food and a
safe friendly environment and teaching skills: sewing (for girls) and construction (for boys). All the
children have received necessary school supplies to get prepared for the new school term. This
also helps families who struggle to make ends meet, to make some financial returns.
The region of Kondopoga sadly remains one of the poorest regions with a high unemployment rate
and a growing number of people addicted to alcohol. Father Lev and his helpers at the Parish told
us that most children came to them because they suffer from neglect by their alcoholic parents,
but in some cases the families simply struggle because of poorly paid work, illness or the absence
of one parent, in particular in families with several children.
Last summer they came up against some more difficulties – the Commission (the local social
services) decided that the Parish has no right to feed children from its own kitchen because it is
not licenced (it’s impossible for a church parish to get such a licence). The Commission were
unmoved by the fact that the children were not going to be fed by anybody apart from the Parish.
In the meantime numbers were going up, and these were all children in real need; there were 40
of them rather than 30 as planned. So as not to leave the children without food the Parish made
an arrangement with a company that had a permit to supply take-away hot dishes. In this way the
Parish managed to satisfy the demands of the Commission. Then in order for the children to be
given a proper meal the Parish’s cooks made supplementary dishes of whatever was not produced
by the licensed canteen. In addition to their lunch, the children were given afternoon tea and
snacks.
Novinka summer camp resumed its work in 2018 for 12 teenagers aged 14-17. For them the
Parish organised a mixture of voluntary work in Novinka and other local villages combined with
leisure activities to encourage team work and develop a work ethic for the teenagers. As an
example, together with the local villagers, teenagers cleared up construction debris, cut grass, and
laid gravel around the local chapel as well as helped elderly villagers to stock up on firewood, etc.
Novinka and the surrounding villages sadly remain a region with much needed support for the
locals in particular for several large families with difficult life situations. Besides looking after
teenagers and organising their daily activities, feeding and leisure, the Parish was able to feed
children from the families which struggle to make ends meet. The Parish was able to accommodate
teenagers at the former school in Novinka, where the Parish rents a few rooms every summer. They
also provided a nutritious meal five times a day for teenagers to help them get stronger before the
new school term. The local villagers donated dairy products from the local farm.
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In July-August Sunflower Centre organised two camps: one for families with teenagers who
attended the rehabilitation programme 6-7 years ago and one for families with little children,
beneficiaries of the current rehabilitation programme. The summer camps continue to work on
improving parenting skills in a more intensive way, in a lovely rural setting.
Sunflower has also encouraged young people, beneficiaries of the programme for orphanage
leavers, to organise a two-day hike in the Novgorod region. The hike was a success in particular
because it was organised entirely by the young people themselves, helping build up their contacts,
social and decision-making skills.
St Gregory’s funded the reconstruction of the camp site and by 2018 Sunflower Centre was able
to complete the main reconstruction works of the camp site in Diolbeniki village, which became a
hub which provides continuity for Sunflower programmes over the summer.
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Mkurnali – legal support, assistance and rehabilitation of formerly homeless
teenagers and young people in the street in Tbilisi, Georgia

We continue to support Mkurnali’s legal programme for young offenders and homeless teenagers,
the only service of this kind in the city. 17 teenagers were professionally defended in court, with
the result that 11 were either acquitted or given a conditional discharge. 3 young people were
given reduced prison terms of 1-2 years and 3 cases are still ongoing.
Besides the legal programme last year we contributed over £1000 towards food costs to feed 27
residents, amongst them young people and a few families with young children from the shelter and
over 30 young people in the street and out of youth detention centres and prison.
Two young men from Mkurnali have been trained to become car mechanics thanks to a former
Mkurnali resident, who has taken them on as apprentices, and a donor, who gave him the chance
to expand his business. Three Mkurnali families have been rehoused in a small village near Tbilisi,
including Artur and Christine and their four children. For the first time they will have the security
of their own house.
We continue to pay a modest salary to a former beneficiary of the charity, Jamal, who provides
night cover at the shelter, as well as performing domestic tasks such as shopping, and outreach
to homeless teenagers. This reduces the director’s load to a manageable level.
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Fundraising events and publicity
The Commemorative Dinner in the Travellers Club in the presence of our Patron, HRH Prince
Michael of Kent became the main fundraising event of the year raising over £27,000 – all the
proceeds were allocated to three aspects of our work: the Assistive Technology programme,
Sunflower’s work with orphanage leavers and the Club for impaired-hearing children.
We continued actively working and publicising on social media – Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and
our online fundraising campaign in November and December at Global Giving resulted in raising
about £8,400 for five projects: the highest amount we have raised through online platforms.

Future plans
Working with disabled children
We look forward to giving our colleagues the chance to deliver more online courses and webinars
to specialists in special needs and parents of disabled children by providing software and
equipment.
Securing the continuity of Sunflower programmes
We continue to develop our partnership with Sunflower by supporting their professional growth and
establishing their role as an expert agency specialising in work with orphans and orphanageleavers. We also aim to help Sunflower develop their local fundraising further.
Reaching out to children from the most disadvantaged families in Karelia
We continue providing funds and expertise to our partners in the Parish of Kondopoga and Novinka
so that they can reach out to the most underprivileged and disadvantaged children and teenagers
from the city and the region as well as children from a local orphanage; we help our partners
organise feeding, carpentry training, physical exercise, outings and other activities to engage
children and teenagers and provide essential health and safety over the summer period.
Working with the hearing impaired
We also continue helping deaf and impaired-hearing children and their parents whose needs are
not currently met in the city or who have received poor service from municipal bodies.
Reaching out to a bigger number of young people in the street and out of youth detention centres
and prison in Tbilisi
Next year we plan to help Mkurnali increase their outreach work to young people living or working
on the streets, as well as continuing to support their legal programme which continues to be in
high demand. Mkurnali reported to us that there is a significant lack of Government support for
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rehabilitation programmes, shelters, basic education, training and employment of marginalized
youth. Mkurnali has also pointed out that there is little interest either from large, powerful
international agencies in legal assistance to marginalized youth – these young people still do not
have enough access to a social protection system.

Financial review
The charity ended the year with a surplus £14,528 as compared to the previous year deficit of
(£32,654). 2018 has been a positive year where the charity’s income from donations & fundraising events exceeded its commitments and grants to the beneficiaries.

SGF policies
St Gregory’s acts in accordance with our policies:


Safeguarding vulnerable children and adults



Volunteer policy



Conflict of interest



Donations policy



Complaints policy



Privacy policy



Risk management



Investment and reserves policy

Investment and reserves policy
SGF aims to ensure that there are sufficient funds available to maintain the operations of the
Charity and to meet regular charitable giving for a minimum of two years for which we currently
hold £300,000 as long-term reserves. The long-term reserves should be invested to grow at least
in line with inflation and the short-term reserves should be invested emphasising certainty of value.
Some of SGF’s past and future projects demand substantial funding, therefore reserves need to
be built up. The Board of SGF has invested its long-term reserves into a Common Investment Fund
(CIF): “The Charity Multi-Asset Fund” (registered number 1119649) which is managed by
Schroders plc, an authorised professional investment manager. Previously the Board of SGF has
also opened a Charity Investment Account with Hargreaves Lansdown plc, and selected a suitable
investment or mix of investments that are consistent with the investment objectives of the longterm reserves. Where necessary, the Board will take advice from someone experienced in
investment matters.
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SGF seeks to produce the best financial return within an acceptable level of risk. The investment
objective for the long-term reserves is to generate a return to at least maintain the real value of
the capital over the long term whilst generating income to support the ongoing activities of the
charity. The investment objective for the short-term reserves is to preserve the capital value with a
minimum level of risk. Some assets should be readily available to meet unanticipated cash flow
requirements.
SGF’s assets can be invested widely and should be diversified by asset class and geography.
The Trustees understand that this is likely to mean that investment will be diversified across risk
(non-cash) assets such as equities, bonds, hedge funds, structured products, private equity,
commodities, property and other real assets and any other asset that is deemed suitable for the
Charity.
Investments can be made through investments in Common Investment Funds and other collective
investment schemes (including Exchange Traded Funds), whose underlying holdings may include
directly held transferable securities, derivatives, cash, deposits and money market instruments. It
is understood that the capital value of such investments will fluctuate. Suitable assets for the shortterm reserves would include cash-like investments such as cash on account, and interest bearing
bank deposits.

Risk management policy
The board have identified potential risks to the charity and have put measures in place, where
possible, to minimise the potential impact. SGF is reliant on fundraising and donations for its
activities. Investment assets are held as reserves.
The key risk to long-term reserves is inflation, and the assets should be invested to mitigate this
risk over the long term. The short-term reserves are held to provide financial security and may be
required at short notice. As such, capital volatility cannot be tolerated and investment of these
assets should be focused on minimising this.
SGF is not subject to the restrictions on foreign funding to Russian NGOs, since our work is
resolutely unpolitical and is purely concerned with providing assistance and services to people in
need. We continue to monitor the changing regulatory environment in the Russian Federation.
The Board agreed to transfer grants in roubles so as to address the instability of the exchange rate.
In addition St Gregory’s continue to search co-funding to secure additional funds for a few
programmes. SGF continues to monitor the impact of the political situation and Brexit on income
from donations and to seek to recruit new donors to compensate for any reductions.
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Our finances
In 2018, St. Gregory’s Foundation appointed a new Accounting Firm /
Independent Examiner to fulfil our accounting needs for the next 3
years. After an RFP process with 4 accounting agencies, the Board of
Directors unanimously appointed Osbornes Accountants Limited to the
role. Our 2018 Financial Report is the first year of their delivery of
accounts for St Gregory's Foundation.
Overall, 2018 has proven to be a successful one for St Gregory's
Foundation. Our Nett Income before gains & losses returned a positive figure of $14.5k. Total
income improved 28.9% compared to the previous accounting year (Feb’17 – Dec'17) with
income from Individual Donors, Trusts, Foundations and Corporates improving by 17%. Christmas
Cards sales and Fundraising Dinner were success stories for 2018; with donations and pledges
made by dinner attendees in support of the good work by the charity.
Cash Outflow in 2018 is maintained at a more sustainable position. Our Net Cash Movement
(before gains & losses) moved from a deficit of £34k in the last accounting year, to a surplus
position of $15k. Donations and Gifts, including collections from fund raising events continue to
be integral to the success and financial stability of the charity. In addition, our Trustees and
supporters continued positively their engagements with local communities to raise funds for
projects to ensure the charity’s on-going success.
I would like to take this moment to THANK all of you as your generosity and commitment have
enabled us to continue to provide help and assistance to our beneficiaries, without dipping too
much into our Reserves. Your contribution continued to make a difference for many in Russia
and Georgia and that is very truly appreciated.
Eddy Quah,
Treasurer
You will find our statement of financial activities for the year ended 31st December 2018 on the
next page. An electronic version of our accounts can be found at
http://stgregorysfoundation.org.uk/who-we-are/our-annual-report/
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Gifts in kind
In addition to financial contributions, we have also benefited from gifts in kind. We are very grateful
to the Russian National Tourist Office, to Luke Montague, Chris Hancock, Hannah Lee, Xanthe
Neale, Olga Nikitina for their help with translating documents and other tasks.

Income and expenditure for 1st January to 31 Dec 2018
What we received

Year to 31st Dec 18, £

Period 1st Feb to 31st Dec
2017, £

119,850

105,478

(legacy 1,000)

(legacy 2,000)

Other trading activities

44,776

22,000

Investment income

13,596

10,729

178,222

138,207

Donations and legacies

Total income
What we spent

Year to 31st Dec 18, £

Fundraising

Period 1st Feb to 31st Dec
2017, £

34,655

24,821

123,576

136,205

5,463

11,291

Total spent

163,694

172,317

Gains/(losses) on revaluation of
fixed assets

(29,889)

15,206

Net movement in funds

(15,361)

(17,448)

440,947

458,395

425,586

440,947

Direct charitable expenditure
Governance costs

Total funds brought forward

Total funds carried forward
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What we received, £

What we spent, £
Fundraising

Donations and legacies

Direct charitable expenditures

Other trading acivities

Governance costs

Investment income

5.463
13,596
34,655
44,776

119,850

123,576

For the year ended 31 December 2018

Summary income and expenditure account
Year to 31st Dec 18
£

Period 1st Feb to 31st
Dec 2017, £

Total income

178,222

138,207

Total resources expended

163,694

172,317

Statement of recognised gains and losses
Gains/losses

(29,889)

15,206

Net movement in funds on revaluation of fixed
assets

(15,361)

(17,448)
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Balance sheet as at 31.12. 2018

Year to 31st Dec 18

£

£

Period 1st Feb to 31st Dec
2017, £
£

£

Fixed assets
360,287

Investments

388,179

Current assets
Debtors
Cash at bank and in hand

Creditors: amounts falling due within one
year

4,687

4,580

64,179

53,631

68,866

58,211

(3,567)

(5,443)

52,768

65,299

Net current assets

440,947

425,586

Total assets less current liabilities
Income funds
Unrestricted funds
General unrestricted funds
Revaluation reserve
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398,142

(34,036)

42,805
425,586

440,947

425,586

440,947
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The company is entitled to the exemption from audit under section 477 of the Companies Act
2006, for the year ended 31 December 2018. No member of the company has deposited a
notice, pursuant to section 476, requiring an audit of these accounts.
The Trustees responsibilities for ensuring that the charity keeps accounting records which comply
with section 386 and 387 of the Companies Act 2006 and for preparing accounts which give a
true and fair view of the state of affairs of the company as at the end of the financial year and of
its surplus or deficit for each financial year in accordance with the requirements of sections 394
and 395 and which otherwise comply with the requirements of the Companies Act 2006 relating
to financial statements, so far as applicable to the charitable company.
These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the special provisions of Part
15 of the Companies Act 2006 relating to charitable small companies.

Legal and administrative details
Charity registration no. 1002469
Company registration no. 02589926 (England and Wales)
Registered office: 8 Biddulph Road, London, W91JB

Charity objects


The relief of poverty and social insecurity in Russia and the countries of the former Soviet
Union, amongst the most vulnerable groups of people of all nationalities and religions.



The Company will carry out the objects through the furtherance of local initiatives and
exchanges with non-profit, non-governmental, private companies and state organisations
which undertake long-term social, educational and medical programmes.

In practice, our current work is concentrated almost exclusively on assisting socially disadvantaged
and disabled children and young people and enabling young orphans and families to become as
independent as possible.
The trustees ensure that the projects undertaken are in line with our charitable aims and objectives
and the Charity Commission’s general guidance on public benefit and prevention and relief of
poverty for the public benefit.
We work entirely through local partner organisations to ensure that appropriate local solutions are
found to problems, and to help strengthen the local charity sector. We only work with those
individuals and organisations who help those in need, irrespective of religion, ethnicity or political
views, who are transparent in their activities, and share our ethic of empowering their beneficiaries.
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Governing documents
The St Gregory’s Foundation is a charitable company and until September 10th was regulated by
its existing Memorandum and Articles of Association. The new Articles of Association (under the
Companies Act 2006) were adopted at the AGM on the above date and henceforth the company
is regulated by its new Articles of Association.

Directors
St Gregory’s Foundation is governed by a Board of Directors, all of whom are volunteers and
who meet regularly through the year. The directors who served during the year were:
Mr Nicholas Kolarz, Chair

Mr Hamish McArthur

Mr Sebastian Coventry

Mrs Kitty Stidworthy (resigned 19/10/18)

Dr Tamara Dragadze

Miss Vivian Wright

Mrs Tania Illingworth

Mrs Tatiana Telpuk (resigned 21/01/18)

Mrs Jane Jones

Mr Eddy Quah, Treasurer

In addition to the directors we are assisted by a number of volunteers in the UK in fundraising and
translating.

UK Staff Member
Julia Ashmore, our Executive Secretary is our only member of staff in the UK. Julia’s
responsibilities include liaising with our partners, fundraising, and administration. Sarah Gale,
our former Secretary, helps out with online communication on a freelance basis.

Russian partner organisations
Nowadays St Gregory’s helps fund and monitor a few projects on a long-term basis in St Petersburg,
Moscow and Karelia (NW Russia). These projects are run and supported by qualified and dedicated
local partner charities
“Physical Rehabilitation” (Primary State Registration Number: 1087800005150)
“Centre for parents - “Sunflower”, (PSRN: 1097800001804)
“Early Intervention Institute” (PSRN: 1177800002423)
“Communication Space” (PSRN: 1177700009123) and
The Parish of Kondopoga.
We continue to work with a qualified accountant in St Petersburg, hired on a freelance basis to
provide an internal audit of financial reports according to the new contracts between St Gregory’s
and our direct partner organisations.
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Patrons
HRH Prince Michael of Kent, GCVO
Archbishop Gregorios of Thyateira and GB

Find out more
Please contact Julia Ashmore if you have any comments or questions about our work
julia-sgf@outlook.com
Tel. 020 3372 4992
Our website will tell you more about our work
www.stgregorysfoundation.org.uk
Follow our Facebook page for the most up to date news
www.facebook.com/SaintGregs
or sign up to our mailing list on our website or by contacting Julia Ashmore.

How you can help
Visit our website for ideas of how you can help St Gregory’s Foundation or contact Julia Ashmore
www.stgregorysfoundation.org.uk
julia-sgf@outlook.com
Tel. 020 3372 4992

Make a donation
Visit our website or our Facebook page if you would like to give online.
Otherwise, please send cheques payable to The St Gregory’s Foundation to:
Eddy Quah, Treasurer, SGF
c/o 4 Bushy Court, 20 Upper Teddington Road
Hampton Wick, Surrey, KT14DU
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